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Is it lawful for citizens to slay robbers or murderers, when they catch them; or ought they to wait for

policemen, where there are none, or put them in penitentiaries not yet erected?On May 26, 1863,

William Fairweather and a group of young men discovered gold in Alder Gulch, in the Ruby River

valley, the U.S. state of Montana.By late 1863 the remote gold fields and transportation links were

rife with outlaws threatening and killing at will.At the end of the year it was estimated that 102

travellers had been murdered.As this became a more frequent occurrence locals began suspecting

that these crimes were being carried out by a single group of outlaws, known as "road agents",

under the control of Bannack sheriff Henry Plummer.With law enforcement unable to cope or even

actively joining the outlaw gang, citizens of this remote part of Montana took the law into their own

hands and formed the Vigilance Committee.Between January 4 and February 3, 1864, the vigilantes

arrested and summarily executed at least 20 alleged members of Plummer's gang.Thomas

Dimsdale was there to witness it all.Read here the gripping true account of popular justice in the

Rocky Mountains.His The Vigilantes of Montana first appeared as a series of articles in 1865

editions of the Montana Post, Virginia City's and Montana's first newspaper. Thomas J. Dimsdale

who died in 1866 was a member of the Alder Gulch Vigilance Committee and editor of the Montana

Post. His early accounts of the Alder Gulch vigilante events are widely cited and the book version of

his articles was published in Montana Territory in 1866.Albion Press is an imprint of Endeavour

Press, the UK's leading independent digital publisher. For more information on our titles please sign

up to our newsletter at www.endeavourpress.com. Each week you will receive updates on free and

discounted ebooks. Follow us on Twitter: @EndeavourPress and on Facebook via

http://on.fb.me/1HweQV7. We are always interested in hearing from our readers. Endeavour Press

believes that the future is now.
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This was first given to me 1976. What I would do with this one, I don't care about vigilantes, I have

no interest in Montana, and time is too precious to take it away from the 19th century, my favorite. It

suddenly dawned upon me, this is the 19th century, and if someone is going to understand the

mindset of the century, you will have to examine the mindset of the whole population. Reluctantly I

picked the book up and began reading. Some hours later I set the book down sorry that the author

had run out of words.Thomas J. Dimsdale was an Englishman who settled in 1863 and Virginia City,

Montana and in 1864 took over as editor of the Montana Post. The newspapers served as the first

publisher in serial all of The Vigilantes of Montana and perhaps some of the writing in this book,

some of the romantic element, some of the color of the book is explainable artifact it was first written

for the newspaper. In this century that has arisen some question about the true facts surrounding

the "villain" of the story. Henry Plummer arrived in the gold camp in Nevada City in 1852 and very

soon participated in the wholesome disreputable houses when he saw fit to murder two men. By

1862 former was notorious as a boss of the gang of criminals. In 1863 moved to Montana and news

was elected sheriff. This is the story of the vigilantes who tracked down, tried, and executed

plumber and his gang of desperados. Some modern researchers who tried to prove Plummer

innocent of the crimes for which he was executed.
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